I N T E R M O D A L R A I L A N D D R AYA G E S E R V I C E S

53’ domestic containers, 40’ and 45’ international containers,
and ramp and port drayage. One seamless solution.
XPO is the third largest intermodal provider in North America, and a leader in
cross-border Mexico intermodal, where we have more than 30 years’ experience.
We offer you one of the largest and most accessible intermodal networks in North America:
XPO controls over 9,400 53’ domestic containers for the exclusive use of our customers. In
addition, we have access to another 65,000 EMP and UMAX 53’ containers, and over 50,000
units in our small box program. The quality of our drayage capacity, together with our dispatch
and tracking technology, are valuable levers for on-time performance in the challenging
environments of ramps and ports.

LARGE DRAYAGE CAPACITY
XPO has contracted intermodal drayage
capacity of over 2,200 independent
trucks, and network access to over 25,000
additional drayage trucks. When contracting
with independent fleet owners and drivers,
we look for experienced, safety-conscious
professionals with a strong sense of
customer service.

Capabilities
■

Terminals at every key ramp and port

■

Intermodal rail ramp drayage

■

TWIC-compliant port drayage

■

Ocean drayage management services

■

■

Certified HAZMAT handling
	
Access to XPO’s diversified base of over

38,000 carriers

INTENSE COMMITMENT TO
CUSTOMER SERVICE
We spend $425 million a year on
technology that drives world-class
service for our customers.
Our Rail Optimizer system provides our
intermodal team with a suite of proprietary
tools for seamless, door-to-door movements
of long haul freight. We use EDI integration
to secure capacity, and facilitate constant
communications with the railroads—not
only to schedule the freight, but also to alert
our customers about any unforeseen delays
such as weather disruptions.
Ultimately, it’s our fierce commitment to
on-time performance that turns capacity
into solutions for you. We focus on providing
you with visibility, follow-through and
communication.

280 TRUCKLOADS

of freight can be carried by a
single freight train at one time.

Contact us: 800 837-7584
intermodal@xpo.com

Intermodal and Drayage solutions and service
North American coverage

CROSS-BORDER MEXICO

INTERMODAL SERVICE
LOCATIONS

One of the largest and safest drayage networks in the United States

Oakland
Kansas City

■

■

 pproximately 10,000 53-ft. boxes and 8,000
A
chassis exclusively controlled by XPO, and
access to small box capacity

Manufacturers, in particular, need a
reliable cross-border provider with the
deep resources of XPO. Billions of dollars
are being invested in near-shoring so
that manufacturers can locate in Mexico
and gain labor efficiencies and speed to
market. As high volumes of raw materials
and parts flow into Mexico, and ﬁnished
goods flow out, our intermodal capacity
will continue to be a supply chain staple.
Should an unavoidable rail delay occur,
XPO’s cross-border experts in expedited
and global forwarding will move quickly
to clear your freight through customs
and navigate any challenges.

DRAYAGE U.S.
SERVICE AREAS
■

XPO has over 30 years’ experience
managing cross-border freight, with an
extensive organization in both Mexico
and the United States, highlighted by
personnel at key Mexico rail ramps to
simplify the complexities of international
freight. We utilize our longstanding
relationships with the railroads, ramp
operators and drayage drivers on both
sides of the border to make sure that rail
is not only more cost efficient for you
than trucking, but also more seamless
for imports and exports.
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Cross-docking and transloading

Our ability to pivot from one service to
another in unpredictable circumstances
is a unique advantage of using XPO.

MEXICO HEADQUARTERS:
Blvd. Avila Camacho 40-1402
Lomas de Chapultepec
México, DF 11000
(55) 5202-2488

To learn more about XPO Logistics services for truckload, less-than-truckload, intermodal, highly-engineered supply
chain solutions, contract logistics, last mile, expedite, global forwarding and managed transportation, visit xpo.com.
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